IMPORTANT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING UP MODEL 38
CABINETTE IRONER

Revised 4-19-50

1. Remove top and sides of Ironer crate.
2. Remove cord holding cabinet in closed position.
3. Open cabinet and remove carton containing can of oil, casters, cabinet handles and screws, leg mounting clamps and bolts.
4. While cabinet is open place enough padding between roll & inside of cabinet top to keep ironer unit from dropping down into cabinet when turned upside down.
5. Turn Ironer and Cabinet unit upside down on padded floor or table.
6. Remove crate bottom from Ironer.
7. Open Leg Carton and remove Leg from shipping frame. (Save nuts and washers to mount Ironer on Leg Assembly.)
8. Assemble Legs on Ironer. (See enclosed drawing re: special instructions.)
10. Return Ironer to upright position on floor.
11. Open Cabinet, remove padding between roll and cabinet top.
12. Install Cabinet Handles.
13. Remove screw from rear of gear housing cover and lift cover off. Pour oil into gear housing, replace cover and tighten screw.
NOTE: INSTALL 2 REAR SCREWS FIRST.
Ironrite Guarantee Bond

We guarantee every new household Ironrite Ironer to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service.

Each Ironrite has been thoroughly tested, inspected and adjusted and will perform its work efficiently when used on the electric current indicated on the motor and Guarantee Card.

For a period of one year from date of delivery to original purchaser, any part judged defective by the Corporation will be exchanged gratis for a new part. Such defective part must be presented within the first year of ownership with this Guarantee Bond to your Ironrite Dealer.

If necessary, the entire machine can be shipped to the nearest Ironrite distributor for inspection—transportation charges fully paid.

The Ironrite, when properly used and cared for, will render perfect service. Therefore, each purchaser should carefully read the Instruction Booklet, as failure to follow instructions, misuse or accident will void this guarantee. Removal of original serial number voids this Guarantee in its entirety.

Ironrite Inc. - Mt. Clemens, Michigan, U. S. A.
You're going to enjoy your new Ironrite...

and these helpful accessories will make your ironing day even more pleasant!

The Ironrite Health Chair

Posture is the secret of avoiding fatigue. The Ironrite ironing chair has perfect posture built in. Scientifically designed, this health chair is flexible, adjusts itself to the most comfortable position for your body, whatever your height and weight. Finished in gleaming white enamel, the Ironrite Health Chair will be welcome for many other uses.
The LITE-SITE Ironing Lamp

More light where you need it, right on the roll and forming board. The LITE SITE Lamp is specially designed for IRONRITE Models 85 and 88. Flexible and with a directional shade, it adjusts to your needs. Installed quickly and easily, as shown on the reverse side. Becomes a permanent part of your IRONRITE Automatic Ironer.

Ironrite Roll Pad Replacement

The roll pad lasts indefinitely with proper care and periodic “fluffing out,” but can be replaced after extended use. You can easily replace it yourself in a matter of minutes. Insures uniform pressure along the entire length of the ironing shoe. In ordering, be sure to specify model number of your IRONRITE (85, 88 or 890).

Ironrite Roll Cover Replacement

The only place your IRONRITE will show its service is the roll cover, soiled through long use. While this muslin drawstring cover is washable, you may desire to replace it with a new one. IRONRITE Roll Cover Replacements are stocked by your IRONRITE dealer. They fit perfectly, without sewing. In ordering, be sure to specify model number of your IRONRITE.